[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED

104-10412-10009
201 PERSONALITY FILE ACTION REQUEST

(Please Type)

TO: IP/DMS Room CA-20 Tube Address: DM-6

DATE 8 SEP 1945

FROM: NAME 1231 OFFICE DESIGNATION DON 5-50

ROOM 4-31 PHONE 1540 TUBE ADDRESS 6U-3

1. TYPE OF ACTION (Select Only One)
   - OPEN 201
   - AMEND 201
   - ADD CRYPTONYM

2. TYPE OF FILE CONTROL
   - HOLD UNRESTRICTED IN IP/CRU
   - HOLD IN IP/CRU BUT RESTRICT TO DESK
   - PERMANENTLY CHARGE TO DESK

3. ENTER CRYPTONYM(S) ONLY IF CRYPTONYM ACTION HAS BEEN INDICATED IN ITEM 1:
   - SUPERSEDED CRYPTONYM
   - NEW CRYPTONYM

4. TRUE NAME (LAST) (First) (Middle) 5. 201 NUMBER
   - KUZNETSOV, VLADIMIR
     (First) 094 3610

6. NAME VARIANTS AND TELECODES (For Type, Use A For Alien, V For Variant or AKA, H For Maiden)
   (Last) (First) (Middle)

7. SEX (X ONE)
   - M

8. DATE OF BIRTH IF CIRCA CHECK BOX
   - DAY 30 SEP 46
   - MONTH 10
   - YEAR 1948

9. COUNTRY, PROVINCE, CITY/TOWN OF BIRTH (IP Use Only)
   - USSR
   - MOSCOW

10. CITIZENSHIP (IP Use Only)
    - USSR
    - TRADE REP

11. OCCUPATION (IP Use Only)
    - 5113
    - TRADE REP

12. INTELLIGENCE AFFILIATION(S) OR TARGET ORGANIZATIONS (IP Use Only)
    - jk

13. 01 CODE(S) 14. ACTION DESK CODE
    - 762

15. INTEREST DESK CODE (IP Use Only)
    - 702

16. CITEM FIELD ADDRESSES TO RECEIVE INDEX CARDS:
    - BELGIUM
    - 702

17. DOCUMENT SYMBOL
    - DR

18. NUMBER DATE DAY MO YR
    - 419 19 35

19. RESIDENCE GIVEN IN OPENING DOCUMENT
    - BELGIUM
    - BRUSSELS

20. SUMMARY TEST FOR INDEX RECORDS
    - Insert additional identifying and descriptive data. Do not include Cryptonym. If spouse record desired, provide spouse bio data here preceded by "Code X:"
    - Belguim
    - Fabia KUZNETSOV (b0571722) A.S. Schaer
    - Trans Rep
    - wife: Galina KUZNETSOV (b0571722) A.S. Schaer
    - DPOK 20 May 41
    - GALI
    - CIT: USSR

21. SIGNATURE OF REQUESTER
    - Dated

22. SIGNATURE OF DIV/STAFF CORPS OR HIGHER AUTHORITY IF SUBJECT US CITIZEN
    - 201 NUMBER
    - 094 3610

FORM 851 USE PREVIOUS EDITIONS
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SECRET

EZ, IMBET CL: 006687 (30-51)